Driver characteristics have been the research focus for automotive control. Study on identification of driver characteristics is provided in this paper in terms of its relevant research directions and key technologies involved. This paper discusses the driver characteristics based on driver's operation behavior, or the driver behavior characteristics. Following the presentation of the fundamental of the driver behavior characteristics, the key technologies of the driver behavior characteristics are reviewed in detail, including classification and identification methods of the driver behavior characteristics, experimental design and data acquisition, and model adaptation. Moreover, this paper discusses applications of the identification of the driver behavior characteristics which has been applied to the intelligent driver advisory system, the driver safety warning system, and the vehicle dynamics control system. At last, some ideas about the future work are concluded.
Introduction
In the driver-vehicle-road closed-loop system, the driver plays the role of not only the controller, but also the major evaluator of the quality of the vehicle path-following. Due to variant of driving experiences, emotions, driving preferences, and so on between drivers, the driver becomes the weakest part in the driver-vehicle-road closed-loop system. And different drivers display distinct behaviors; that is to say, every driver has his/her unique driving characteristic (also referred to as driving style). To improve the performance of the driver-vehicle-road closed-loop system, research on the driver characteristics includes (1) driver characteristics identification based on head movement and facial features, such as the eye movement recognition, which identifies the driver's driving status (fatigue/drunk/drowsy/distracted driving) and warns the driver in order to improve the active safety performance [1] [2] [3] ; (2) physiological-based and psychologicalbased driver characteristics identification, which enhances the human-machine interactive performance and/or improve the driver's operation comfort [4] [5] [6] [7] ; (3) driver characteristics identification based on driver's operation behavior, which detects abnormal driving behavior and then alarm the driver, design control method for driving comfort, and/or design the human-centered driving assistance systems [8] [9] [10] [11] ; and (4) the research on the driver characteristics based on dynamics simulations of the driver-vehicle-road closed-loop system, which is aimed at the optimal design on dynamic performance of the closed-loop system [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
This paper focuses on the identification of driver characteristics based on driver's operation behavior, namely, the identification of driver behavior characteristics. In the current research, the identification is generally realized based on the measured real-time driver behavior and vehicle states, or by monitoring driver's head movements and/or facial expressions. It is believed that on the completion of the identification of driver behavior characteristics, the following task can be performed: (1) the vehicle would follow the current driver's operation, trigger the appropriate driving assistant device, in order to achieve smooth transition of the semiautonomous human-machine control modes, and to realize coordination of driver's operation and automatic control [17] ; (2) the parameters of electronic control system would be automatically modified [18] , or appropriate characteristics of the ideal reference models established are chosen to achieve
The Driver Behavior Characteristics
In driving a vehicle, the driver makes his/her driving intentions and selects a series of operation behaviors that are most suitable for the current driving conditions. Even very simple driving intentions (long-term driving intention) can be subdivided into a series of simpler driving operation behaviors (short-term driving behavior); that is, the driving intention is achieved by a series of driving behaviors [37] . It is widely accepted that the driving behaviors vary between drivers according to their ages, genders, ethnicities, driving experiences, emotions, and so forth [17, [42] [43] [44] . Even for the same driver, driving behavior may alter from situation to situation [27] , which can be attributed to the driver behavior characteristics. Wahab et al. [45] believe that the differences of each driver in the driver characteristics are due to the way drivers' subconscious mind works and responds, and the conversion from subconscious to conscious minds would also generate unique responds on how the brains work.
There are a lot of literature investigating the uniqueness of driving behaviors in vehicles and the possibility to use it for identifying the driver characteristics, with the objectives to achieve safer and personalized driving, to detect driver's abnormal operation and then alarm, to realize integration between the driver and the electronic control systems, or to build identification models of the driver behavior characteristics [22, 28, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . For example, data collected by a set of vehicle sensors can be processed by certain recognition methods to recognize a series of driving maneuvers, and the parameters of these driving maneuvers could be extracted and used to classify driver characteristics or evaluate driver's abilities [47] . Figure 1 gives the structure of neural net pattern recognition for classifying driving behavior during carfollowing condition. Closing-in is referred to the following vehicle close to the leading vehicle, and falling-behind is Overall framework of the IVDR system, adopted from [50] .
referred to the leading vehicle away from the following vehicle. Some monitoring and analysis systems are also developed and available to research driving behaviors and finally driver behavior characteristics are obtained. Tomer Toledo develops the in-vehicle data recorder (IVDR) system [49, 50] to monitor and analyze driving behaviors, as shown in Figure 2 . It can be seen from the figure that this system can identify various maneuvers that occur in the measurements, and the results can be used to evaluate risk indices that show the safety on the overall trip and to classify the drivers' characteristics. Some other relevant reviews can be found in [51, 52] .
Key Technologies for Identification of Driver Behavior Characteristics
According to previous studies, identification of the driver behavior characteristics is modeled based on certain pattern
Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 recognition methods by use of simulation or field test data. Therefore, the selection of pattern recognition methods, experimental design, and data acquisition are of great importance to build identification models of the driver behavior characteristics. In general, the driver behavior characteristics need to be classified before identified.
Classification of Driver Behavior Characteristics.
Fuzzy control theory and K-means algorithm are generally used to cluster the feature parameters that reflect the driver behavior characteristics, in order to achieve classification of the driver behavior characteristics. To reach a feasible classification of the driver behavior characteristics, it is necessary to take the following aspects into consideration [33] . First, it is essential to select feasible metrics which can describe the driver characteristics. It should be noted that the metrics that represent the driver characteristics are chosen on purpose so that they can be expressed by use of the defined and measurable parameters. Second, the classification results are directly affected by the clustering method selected. For example, being a kind of learning method without surveillance, the K-means clustering algorithm has rapid convergence speed and concise structure; however, measurement errors and uncertainties are ignored. Third, the sample size of the parameters affects the clustering results. In general, an increase in the amount of data (or number of drivers) would improve the accuracy of the classification. Lu et al. propose that the driving behaviors can be divided into four categories with respect to the handling limit conditions (conditions beyond the limits of tire adhesion): cautious, average, expert, and reckless [12] . A cautious driver is interpreted as someone who usually drives without frequent aggressive maneuvers, for example, rapid steering, high speed, and quickly stepping on the pedal. An average driver features driving a car with a higher level of handling risk factor (HRF, the parameter that evaluates how a driving condition is close to the handling limit) than a cautious driver does. An expert driver is defined as who can control the vehicle under a rather high level of HRF for a long duration and will not have the vehicle exceed the handling limit. A driver is considered as reckless if he/she behaves careless and unpredictable during his/her driving tour. Since these driving behaviors cannot be well defined, fuzzy control method is used to identify the four categories of drivers above, as shown in Figure 3 . Besides, the author also uses zero-speed-gap velocity V zsg for steady-state car-following to classify driving behaviors into three types-normal, cautious, and aggressive [23] . Similarly, the drivers are characterized by use of response time and the damping ratio for transient carfollowing, which is treated as a 2nd order system. Raz et al. present a system for analyzing and evaluating the performance and attitude of a motor vehicle driver [47] . In this work, factor , on the interval [0, 1], represents the weights of available maneuvers (safely executed maneuver and dangerously executed maneuver), and the combination of the two maneuvers is compared against current maneuver to find the closest value of for reproducing the original maneuver, as shown in Figure 4 . Thus, represents the Violation (%) Figure 3 : Membership functions characterizing the four driver categories based on the handling risk factor, adopted from [12] .
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Dangerouslyexecuted maneuver Figure 4 : A conceptual block diagram of an arrangement for assessing driver attitude, adopted from [47] .
driver's attitude for the current maneuver, and fuzzy logic method combined with statistical method is used to classify the driving maneuvers, in terms of the value of . In [54, 55] , a consolidated fuzzy clustering algorithm is developed and implemented to classify different car-following conditions including stable following, acceleration, approaching, braking, and opening using the pretreated data. A common disadvantage of fuzzy-algorithm-based is that the thresholds are solely defined by the a priori knowledge of modelers, possibly with bias. A consolidated method, which can calibrate some psychological thresholds based on properties in real data, has not been developed ever [56] . One possible approach to solving the above-mentioned problem is to use supervised classification methods [57] , for example, Bayesian classification, but it requires detailed a priori knowledge (e.g., probability distributions of certain variables) in different maneuvers. . . . K-means clustering algorithm, also known as ISODATA (Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis Techniques Algorithm) [58] , is a widely used unsupervised clustering algorithm, which can classify multidimensional data into different groups on the basis of certain dissimilarity measures. Wang et al. use the efficient K-means clustering algorithm to classify the determinants of longitudinal driving behavior, which is acquired from 11 systems and control-related parameters, with the indicated opposite extreme values: aggressive versus prudent, unstable versus stable, risk prone versus risk infrequent, nonskillful versus skillful [33] . Specifically, according to the data sequence with car-following condition, the time to collision (TTC) data of the driver releasing the accelerator pedal and starting braking are extracted and utilized to classify drivers into three categories by clustering analysis method, namely, cautious, normal and aggressive [34] .
Besides, driver classifier is designed by Zhang based on neural network [35] . In this work, the author presents that driver behavior inputs are obtained through the humanmachine interface, and the system automatically classifies the driver to achieve self-learning and the parameters automatically match for driver's abnormal behavior characteristic, as shown in Figure 5 . In addition, Quintero et al. propose the driving behaviors classifier based on the existing intelligent driving diagnosis system, classifying drivers into two types, aggressive and moderate [8] . Furthermore, Ishibashi et al. develop "Driving Style Questionnaire" (DSQ) to characterize drivers [59] .
Methods of Building Identification Models of Driver
Behavior Characteristics. Identification of driver behavior characteristics is a pattern recognition process. Since driver behavior characteristics differ in different road surfaces, driving maneuvers, driver profiles, and vehicle dynamics [60] , some requirements to the selected modeling methods are necessary: (1) offer a robust processing, that is, with the abilities to detect, approximate, and classify, and with a high reject ratio for the noise and (2) work based on learned cases. The existing attempts to model the driver behavior characteristics are dominated by models that are inspired by neural network (NN) [8, 36, 45, [61] [62] [63] [64] [12, 18, 23, 68, 69] , Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] 70] , and other models [17, 21, [71] [72] [73] [74] . In the following paragraphs, the work exemplified will be reviewed in some detail.
Neural Network (NN)
Model. The motivation of using an NN approach to behavior identification stems from the desire to conduct efficient searches of various types of driving behaviors located within relatively large amounts of stored time history data. The precision of feature parameters is crucial to the accuracy of NN. If feature parameters of different types are similar or overlapped, the model may not be capable of obtaining demanded accuracy. The pattern recognition ability of certain NN architectures is well known and lends itself well to this type of task [8, 36, 45, [61] [62] [63] [64] .
Through implementing and testing two artificial neural network (ANN) topologies: Back Propagation (BP) and Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) [8] , Quintero et al. take advantage of BP to build driver identification model. Besides, the author finds that topology of feed-forward neural network (FFNN) algorithms trained with BP is expert in designing intelligent diagnostic systems and is able to offer a strong learning ability, even with considerably less training samples [63] . The cerebellar model articulation controller (CMAC), developed by Albus, is one of NN architecture and has the advantages of fast learning and a high convergence rate [64] . Thus Wahab et al. propose the use of CMAC to model each driver's behaviors [45] .
Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
. HMM is fundamentally a statistical model. Since the construction of such a model involves assuming a Markov process, it has the ability to determine the hidden states from the observable states of certain systems [75] . An HMM is capable of capturing the dynamic movement of a time series (series arrayed in chronological order), and the states of HMM can be hierarchically organized to describe both short-term and long-term driving behaviors. For example, in the case of driving a vehicle, the long-term driving behaviors represent driving intentions (e.g., accelerating/turning/following/changing lane), while the short-term driving behaviors represent driver's operation behaviors, for example, hitting the steering wheel and pressing the gas pedal [24] . Takano et al. propose a hierarchical model with one HMM characterizing the short-term driving behaviors in the lower layer, and the other HMM characterizing the longterm driving behaviors which are represented in the HMM space [25] . This structure makes the vehicles intelligent by storing the knowledge of driving behaviors as the symbols of driving intention through observing the driving behavior given by expert drivers. Baum-Welch algorithm (a maximum likelihood estimation method) which trains parameters of HMMs is applied to optimize three HMMs-driving straight, normal steering, and emergency steering [38, 39] . In addition, the model [40] based on the combination of HMM and NN model is presented, which can achieve the driving intention recognition and the driving behavior prediction. In [67] , driver behaviors are modeled by using HMM in two alternative ways. Using the measured data of driving behaviors, an HMM consisting of three recognition categories-emergency lane change (LCE), ordinary lane change (LCN), and lane keeping (LKN)-is developed [17] .
Fuzzy Control Theory.
For the pattern recognition systems whose parameters' range is difficult to determine but can be divided according to the a priori knowledge or commonsense, fuzzy control theory is available to model it.
Lu et al. [12] use fuzzy subsets to category drivers by introducing the HRF (see Figure 3) . First degree of membership is calculated to each of the four categories (i.e., cautious, average, expert, and reckless) for each event of a specific driver; then a probabilistic method is used to calculate the possibilities that are generated by multiple events and to aggregate the overall possibilities in order to characterize the driver.
Lu also proposes a driver-in-the-loop system (see Figure 6 ) and uses three methods to characterize driver's driving behaviors or control structure in real time. Table 1 illustrates fuzzy rules of a Takagi-Sugeno model to realize semistructured driving behavior characterization. In addition, an evolving Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model is presented for capturing the evolving characteristics of driving behaviors [23] .
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
GMM is a parametric approach to density estimation [76] . GMM is known for its ability to generate arbitrarily shaped densities, and it has experienced extensive use in pattern recognition, such as speech recognition and speaker recognition. Miyajima et al. has been working on modeling driving behavior based on GMM and written several related papers [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
In [29] , GMM is applied to identify drivers in the case of car-following condition, with the accuracy of 76.8% by field test data. In [30] , driving patterns of each driver are modeled based on GMM. In this work, the GMM is trained as a joint probability distribution of following distance, velocity, pedal position signals, and their dynamics. Experiments conducted using a driving simulator show that car-following conditions reproduced by the GMMs for three different drivers maintain these drivers' individual driving styles.
In addition, by comparing the performance of present driver-behavior models for car-following condition based on GMM and based on piecewise auto regressive exogenous (PWARX) algorithms, Miyajima et al. find that the PWARXbased model takes slightly advantage over the GMM-based model for all cases [29] . Furthermore, the literature [31] certifies that the GMM-based model performs better when the measured parameters of diving behaviors are used, but under such circumstance the model becomes more sensitive to the approximation errors of the input parameters as in the recursive prediction. The literature also confirms that the PWARX-based model performs better than the GMMbased model at the long-term prediction but not at the short-term prediction. This is because of the feature of the PWARX; namely, it captures the relationship among the driving behaviors at long-time duration, finally makes the PWARX-based model more generalized, and sets abound to the prediction errors. proposes that a linear model is not actually overperformed by more complicated approaches and that it is worth adopting in light of its great simplicity [72, 73] . Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) [74] draws the predominance of NN and fuzzy control efficiently and has high learning efficiency, high training efficiency, and good network generalization capability. The hybrid driver model [71] is able to reproduce the driving behaviors of different driver characteristics, so it can adapt to various types of drivers (e.g., good, novice, and fast).
Summary.
It is increasingly recognized that intelligent and personalized vehicle systems are developed based on certain intelligent algorithms to which have a knowledge base. Such systems could process the received sensory data not only quantitatively but also qualitatively, for example, interpret the driving behavior data, then compare it with the stored data in the behavior base, in some case add this new driving behavior data to the behavior base, and finally identify the driver behavior characteristics. Several methods of building identification models of the driver behavior characteristics have been introduced above. Each method has its own pros and cons, as shown in Table 2 .
Experimental Design and Data Acquisition.
In general, during the design of experiment, it is necessary to consider experimental participants, experimental vehicles, test maneuvers, and data acquisition. In particular, for building identification models of the driver behavior characteristics, the above aspects should be carefully determined.
Experimental Participants.
First, experimental participants must have their own driving licenses. In addition, the number of the selected drivers should be large enough to cover all possible drivers' characteristics researched. For example, four driver characteristics-cautious, average, expert, and reckless-are described in [12] , so the drivers with these driving styles should be chosen as experimental participants. It should be noted that even for the same driver, driver characteristic may alter from situation to situation, for example, fatigue, drunk, and drowsy. Therefore, experiment participants should participate in experiments under not overly tension and fatigue status.
Experimental Test.
In order to obtain a diverse range of driver characteristics, a large number of experiments on vehicles with different dynamics and on different roads should be conducted. This is believed to be one of the reasons that the driving simulator experiment is used instead of field test. In [8] , the Racer Simulator (created by Ruud van Gaal) is used to conduct experiments in Figure 7 . Other relevant reviews include [79, 80] .
In addition to the driving simulator, the instrumented vehicles have been developed to conduct experiments [67, 70, 81] . The UTDrive Vehicle converted from a Toyota RAV4 (see Figure 8 ) is used to collect data from real-road experiments. Additionally, a data collection vehicle, which is called TOYOTA REGIUS [81] , has been specially designed for data collection in the Center for Integrated Acoustic Information Research (CIAIR) project.
Test Maneuvers.
Driver behavior characteristics can be subdivided into steering characteristic, acceleration characteristic, and braking characteristic. In order to have full access to the driver behavior characteristics, it is necessary to design experiments with all test maneuvers in connection with certain characteristic. For the steering characteristic, the test track should be designed to one with a variety of bend radiuses, as shown in Figure 9 . For the acceleration characteristic and the braking characteristic, most existing references [18, 29, 30, 82, 83] are available with optional carfollowing maneuvers.
Especially, when conducting driving simulator experiments, using computer-generated time history curve of certain variables about test maneuvers to design experiments, is easier to achieve all test maneuvers. Figure 10 gives two velocity patterns of the lead vehicle which are used. The upper velocity pattern is recorded in an express way driving scenario in the driving simulator, and the lower pattern is an artificial velocity pattern by use of software aimed at obtaining all velocity ranges. Obviously, the test maneuver generated by computer is more comprehensive than that by driving simulator.
Data Acquisition
(1) Feature Parameters Chosen. Since identification of driver behavior characteristics is a pattern recognition process, it can be modeled based on pattern recognition methods by using feature parameters of the drivers' driving behaviors. Therefore, the parameters must be selected in a way that it is relevant to a human driver's characteristics, and the number of feature parameters is crucial to the accuracy of the identification models of the driver behavior characteristics. Particularly in practice when the amount of individual driving data used to establish the identification models is relatively smaller than that of the development data, the models obtained from such sparse data may not be able to represent the driver behavior characteristics in a typical manner [27] . In general, the data includes driver's maneuvers and vehicle states information, such as vehicle speed, yaw rate, lateral and longitudinal accelerations, steering angle, steering angle velocity, brake pedal position and its derivative, acceleration pedal position and its derivative, and others relative to a certain test maneuver.
Through a large number of tests and analysis, the rules selecting feature parameters are summarized. Wakita et al. [84] find that the nonparametric models take advantage over the parametric models and explains that the driver's operation behaviors are better than both adhesion conditions and vehicle states information. According to previous work [85] , the gas and brake pedal signals chosen as the modeling data are adopted to build identification model, with best computational efficiency and high identification accuracy. However, the experimental results also show higher accuracy of driver identification when the modeling data is combined with the derivative of the gas and brake pedal signals (e.g., rate of the gas pedal), instead of the original gas and brake pedal signals collected [45] behaviors and could receive better performance in identifying the drivers [81] .
(2) Data Processing. Data would generally be filtered, converted, grouped, and so forth. In addition, different pattern recognition methods have different requirements to data. With regard to NN, in order to build the intelligent driver behavior models and to learn different drivers' characteristics, input data to NN should be representative parameters of driver behaviors under different maneuvers. The following statistical measures of central tendency may be used: range, media, standard deviation, variance, and mean absolute deviation [8] . While for PWARX model, the input and output parameters are first clustered and categorized into different driving modes [31] .
Model Adaptation.
The identification models of driver behavior characteristics mentioned above are static models. Overall, the prediction performance of these models decreases as the driving maneuvers change from the simulation scenarios with controlled environment to the real-world driving environments under diverse uncontrolled factors [27] . In the real-world driving environments, the profiles and driving intentions are unknown; the driver may not behave exactly as the identification models represent, which results in bias of the models. In addition, the inaccuracy of signals collected from the sensory systems should be taken into account. Therefore, to solve these problems and to develop a more reliable model, model adaptation has been presented and regarded as one of the foremost solutions.
In general, the main objectives of model adaptation are to cope with (1) relatively small amount of observed driving data of individual driver, (2) individual driving style or characteristic that differs from the designed average style, and (3) mismatch of driving maneuvers between development and usage stages.
Angkititrakul et al. propose a method to execute drivermodel adaptation [31] . The universal driver-behavior models are first built by use of driving data of several drivers based on certain identification method (e.g., HMM). The universal driver-behavior models represent average/common driver characteristics shared by these drivers. The author takes further measures to adjust the parameters of the universal driver-behavior models in the following two scenarios: (1) driver adaptation: the driving data of each driver are used to adjust the universal driver-behavior model to build the adapted driver models, namely, driver-dependent or personalized driver models. (2) On-line adaptation: the driving data at the beginning of each driving event (e.g., car-following condition) are used to adjust the universal driver-behavior model and subsequently the on-line adapted driver model Figure 10 : Velocity patterns of lead vehicle, adopted from [30] .
is utilized to represent driving behaviors for the rest of that driving event.
Applications in Identification of Driver Behavior Characteristics for Automotive Control

Intelligent Driver Advisory
System. The main objective of the state-of-the-art vehicle electronic control systems is to improve vehicle performance by identifying driver intentions/characteristics and controlling the vehicle to realize the driving intentions safely, robustly, and smoothly. The performance of electronic control systems can be significantly improved when the driver and the electronic control systems could cooperate with each other to pursue the same hazard avoidance goal and to maximize the accident avoidance capability of the driver-in-the-loop vehicle as a system. Lu develops a driver advisory system based on the driver characteristics that can warn the drivers of driving conditions when the vehicle approaches to its limit, which is a part of a cluster of warning functions defined as an Intelligent Personal Minder (IPM) system. Figure 11 depicts the interaction of the IPM system with the other subsystems and functions. The electronic control system follows the driver intentions and the driver responds to the advisory information from the electronic control system to modify his/her operation inputs (e.g., rising braking pedal, increasing steering wheel angle, etc.). In this way a seamless coordination between the driver and the electronic control system could be realized and it is likely to minimize the effect of the potential safety hazards resulted from driver's operation errors.
Driver Safety Warning
System. Introducing the driver behavior characteristics to design the driver safety warning system, the redundancy alarm rate can be reduced and the negative interference on the driver will be improved. Wang et al. present vehicle collision warning/avoidance algorithms based on the driver behavior characteristics [34, 86] . By changing parameters, the algorithms can better adapt to the behavior of different drivers. Take the longitudinal driving maneuver for example, the different level safe thresholds, warning rules, and warning logic are determined using time headway (THW) and time to collision (TTC).
Kentaro Ogchi et al. invent a system for predicting driver behavior and generating control and/or warning signals. As shown in Figure 12 , the driver predictor is comprised of an initialization module, an updating module, a transfer module, a hierarchical temporal memory (HTM), and a prediction retrieval module. The initialization module processes the data from the database and uses it to create initial states or definitions for different driver behaviors in the HTM. After the updating module identifies the driver, the HTM is adjusted to match the driver of the vehicle. The transfer module standardizes the format of real-time data and inputs it to the HTM. In accordance with the information of the initialization module, the updating module and the transfer module, the HTM uses a hierarchical temporal memory construct to predict vehicle states. Then the prediction retrieval module queries the HTM to generate warning control signals to alert the driver of potentially dangerous conditions, to generate collision control signals to prevent or avoid collisions, and to generate acceleration control signals for the adaptive cruise control.
The functional view of the HTM is shown in Figure 13 . The HTM consists of long-term storage, intermediate-term storage, short-term storage, an intermediate-to-long-term (ILT) converter and a short-to-intermediate-term (SIT) converter. The HTM has a memory mechanism with a hierarchical structure of temporal memory based on the memory mechanism of the human brain. The information stored in the three storages of the HTM, respectively, represents a current state of the vehicle and other vehicles surrounding it, that is, the short-term storage stores short paths of vehicle action, the intermediate-term storage stores trajectory types, and the long-term storage stores behavior types.
The prediction retrieval module is made up of a storage for driver preferences, a training module, a warning control module, a collision control module, and acceleration control module, as shown in Figure 14 . Each of these modules accesses and retrieves data from the HTM. The storage for driver preferences contains sample sets of preferences for different kinds of drivers. Typical preferences stored in the storage for driver preferences include the types and levels of settings for warning control, collision control, and acceleration control. The training module is used to train the warning control module, the collision control module, and the acceleration control module.
Vehicle Dynamics Control
System. X-by-wire control technology comprises steer-by-wire, brake-by-wire, driveby-wire, and suspension-by-wire (active suspensions) subsystems and has higher accurate and more complex control algorithms than traditional automotive control systems do. A functional view of a driver predictor system, adopted from [21] .
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Intermediate term storage Short term storage ILT converter SIT converter Figure 13 : A functional view of a hierarchical temporal memory, adopted from [21] .
Introducing the intelligent control algorithm to identify driver's intention and driver characteristics, the performance of the driver-vehicle-road closed-loop system will be enhanced, and finally different driving characteristics and personalized ideal vehicle dynamics characteristics will be realized, that is, converting from "driver adapts to car" to "car adapts to driver" [19, 20] .
The x-by-wire vehicle's controller controls the actuators according to the driver's operation signals, and the vehicle reference models in the controller provide control objectives for the x-by-wire vehicle according to the driver operation signals and vehicle states information. The vehicle reference models play a very important role for controlling the x-bywire vehicle. In order to realize different driving characteristics of the x-by-wire vehicle, we present the control principle of "car adapts to driver" x-by-wire vehicle's ideal dynamics characteristics (see Figure 15 ). The dotted area is an integrated controller of the x-by-wire vehicle, which exports steering angles, driving, and braking torques of four wheels. The dash dot area shows the identification system of driver (behavior) characteristics. Initially the vehicle uses the original vehicle reference model before the identification system of driver characteristics identifies the driver's characteristics based on the driver's operation signals and vehicle states; thereafter the vehicle reference model is switched to matching characteristic of the ideal reference models, which can control actuators of the x-by-wire vehicle through the integrated controller and the optimal distribution of tire forces, and finally realizes the personalized ideal dynamics outputs for the x-by-wire vehicle.
The identification system of driver characteristics includes the driver characteristics identification models and the ideal reference models. According to driver's operation behaviors, the driver characteristics can be decomposed into steering characteristic, acceleration characteristic, and braking characteristic; correspondingly the identification system is divided into three subsystems, which are the steering module, the acceleration module, and the braking module, as shown in Figure 16 . Each module, respectively, identifies the driver's each characteristic; for example, steering characteristic is cautious, acceleration characteristic is average, and braking characteristic is reckless; then the corresponding ideal dynamics reference modelscautious steering, average acceleration, and reckless braking reference model-are automatically matched. Driver's final ideal dynamics reference models consist of the steering, acceleration, and braking models matched and, respectively, provide reference outputs (e.g., yaw rate, sideslip angle, acceleration, and deceleration) to integrated controller for the x-by-wire vehicle. The identification models are built based on NN or HMM considering these two intelligent algorithms' advantages mentioned above.
Conclusion
Identification and applications of the driver characteristics for automotive control are widely ranging and informative. In the present work, the fundamental of driver behavior characteristics is introduced; the intrinsic link among the driving behavior, the driving intention, and the driver behavior characteristics is explained; the whole process during establishing the identification models of the driver behavior characteristics is summarized and analyzed in detail, including driver characteristics classification, identification methods, experimental design and data acquisition, and model adaptation. On this basis, applications of the driver characteristics for automotive control have been introduced on three aspects, namely, the intelligent driver advisory system, the driver safety warning system, and the vehicle dynamics control system. The driver is a complex and uncertain individual, which might exhibit different driving characteristics in different driving situations (fatigue/drunk/drowsy/distracted driving). In addition, different road adhesion, traffic conditions, and weather conditions will also impact driver characteristics. Therefore, extensive experiments are required to be conducted on potential user groups (the groups with the driver characteristics being studied) for the purpose of establishing a comprehensive human driving behavior library for greater precision and wider applications. It will be necessary to ensure robustness of the models in actual driving situations, in addition to improving recognition performance by resolving the aforementioned issues. On-line adaptation of the driver behavior characteristics is considered as one of the foremost solutions. In fact the driver behavior characteristics can be influenced and reaccustomed through learning, so it is of great importance to build online adaptive models of the driver behavior characteristics by using online field test data to revise the parameters of the established models, instead of the static models. In addition, there may exist some cross correlations among the classifications of driver behavior characteristics, which is a topic that deserves further study. Since the existing classifications are very rough, the classification should be further refined, and the ultimate goal is to acquire the driver's personal preference feature.
Driver characteristics have been used to identify driver, to detect driver's abnormal behaviors, to design driver assistance systems which adapt to individual driver, to establish different types of driver models to intelligently assist individual driver, and so forth. Designing ideal dynamics reference models adaptation to driver characteristics for the x-by-wire vehicles, then making it realize that "driver adapts to car" changes to "car adapts to driver", and finally achieving personalized driving are a very interesting and promising application of the driver characteristics for automotive control. With further research, applications of the driver characteristics will be broadened in the future.
